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SKYFROG TMS

TMS with Vehicle Route Planning, Proof-of-Delivery 
& GPS Tracking on Mobile

 

GPS Tracking of Vehicles

Track the route history of vehicles for up to 360 days

Assign and manage jobs in real-time

 Provides times stamped Proof of Delivery

with a signature or image capture

Directions and traffic information

 Walkie Talkie/Push-To-Talk (PTT) communication

using a data connection rather than voice

Track fuel costs and excessive speeding

Skyfrog Co., Ltd., we are the market leader in implementing Transportation 
Management System (TMS) to our customers. Our SKYFROG™ TMS is 
developed by our internal developers team and has been implemented to 
more than 100 clients in Thailand and abroad. Many of them are public listed 
companies or big private corporations, such as TOA, Dohome, Hmpro, 
Pepsico, P&G, SiS Distribution, Ricoh, Hafele, Linfox, M-Senko, KerryApex, KCG, 
etc. Features in our TMS covers all operations from Planning (Vehicle Route 
Planning Optimization), Execution (Mobile Application for Drivers with 
Electronic Proof-of-Delivery), Tracking & Monitoring (Real-time GPS Tracking, 
Data Analytics Dashboards, and Reports). 

Our TMS can seamlessly integrate with many ERP & WMS, such as SAP S/4 
HANA, SAP B1, Microsoft Dynamics 365, Infor, Manhattan WMS, etc. Our 
SKYFROG™ TMS has been proven by many customers that it can help 
reducing transportation cost by more than 10-20%, and some of them can 
break-even their investments within only 3-6 months.

Skyfrog Co., Ltd is trusted by many customers because of our reasonable 
price and excellent service. Our customers always recommend our 
products and services to others. Some customers are also welcomed 
those who are interested in SKYFROG to visit their site, and see how they 
operate with our SKYFROG™ system.

230 CS TOWER Building 9th Flr., Ratchadapisek Rd.,
Huaykwang, Bangkok 10310, Thailand.

They will give instruction for SKYFROG Web 
Application and SKYFROG Mobile Application, 
send important User’s Manual and example clip 
video for using product. If you can’t solve 
problem by yourselves, our team can remote to 
your desktop or PC to fix it.

Aftersales Team

You can contact aftersales team with 
Tel. +662-596-0666
LINE Official Account : @skyfrogs
e-mail : support@skyfrog.net  

+662-692-8731

Website LINE OAFacebook 

Line ID : @skyfrog



TMS with Vehicle Route Planning, 
Proof-of-Delivery & GPS Tracking on Mobile

Fleet & Route Optimization
High-efficiency logistics auto-route management
by SKYFROG Vehicle Route Planning. (SKYFROG VRP)

Installing GPS
GPS Tracking System allow users to track the 
location informtion in real-time via SKYFROG 
Web Portal.

Proof-of-Delivery
SKYFROG Proof-of-Delivery helps capturing edge 
information back to cloud in real-time.  

Data Anlytics & Dashboards
SKYFROG Business Intelligence shows insights 
of your business for better efficency imprpvement.

SKYFROG Cloud enable customers
to quickly deploy the system with 
very little initial investment.

Skyfrog system: Proof-of-Delivery + GPS Tracking Solution on Mobile is a software for logistic management, EPOD 
and GPS Track via smartphone.These are our main functions:

Communicate your team with text, image or sound 
and group communication via Internet.

Communication

The Skyfrog cloud based service, 
web browser application that 
user no need to invest in Servers 
and Infrastructures, safe cost and 
quickly ready to use. Another 
advantage of Web Application is 
each user’s device can use this 
system via Web Browser e.g. 
Google Chrome or Internet 
Explorer without installing any 
additional program.

The system to helps logistics operators or manufacturers. Distribute 
products from factories or warehouses to customers and stores 
(domestic distribution), including B2B and B2C. This may encounter 
complex planning or high-cost fixed route planning problems and 
may not achieve the expected efficiency.

SKYFROG VRP helps with automatic 
planning in two dimensions, both 
vehicle planning (Vehicle Planning) 
and planning the best vehicle route 
(Dynamic Route Optimization)

Many companies have proven that 
this can reduce fuel costs by 10%.  
Reduce the required number of vehicles by 8%
The cost savings are approximately 100,000 Baht per month, 
which has been cost-effective since the first year of using the system.

Is an average figure. However, Cost Saving depends on industry and complexity of shipping and distribution.


